A hamiltonian sequence is a path walk P that can be a hamiltonian path or hamiltonian circuit. Determining whether such hamiltonian sequence exists in a given graph G = (V, E) is a NP-Complete problem. In this paper, a novel algorithm for hamiltonian sequence problem is proposed. The proposed algorithm assumes that G have potential forbidden minors that prevent a potential hamiltonian sequence P from being a hamiltonian sequence. The algorithm's goal is to degenerate such potential forbidden minors in a two-phrase process. In first phrase, the algorithm passes through G constructing a potential hamiltonian sequence P with the aim of degenerating these potential forbidden minors. The algorithm, in turn, tries to reconstruct P in second phrase by using a goal-oriented approach. * vertices U ∩ V and their incident edges. If |X| = 1 and X = {v}, we write G − v rather than G − {v}. ω(G) is the number of components of a graph G. If v is an articulation point then we will have ω(G − v) > ω(G). The graph G \ e is obtained from G by contracting the edge e and replace its endpoints u,v with new vertex w, which becomes adjacent to all the former neighbors of u or v . Formally, the resulting graph G \ e has a vertex set
Introduction
A hamiltonian sequence is a path walk P that can be a hamiltonian path or hamiltonian circuit. Determining whether such sequence exists in a given graph is a NP-Complete problem [1] [9] . Several algorithms have been proposed to find hamiltonian sequences in a graph G. For example, Held and Karp proposed an algorithm that runs in O(n 2 2 n ) to compute a hamiltonian path [2] . Bjorklund, on the other hand, proposed an algorithm that runs in O(1.657) n to compute a hamiltonian circuit [3] . Unfortunately, exact algorithms for the hamiltonian sequence problem, which is determining if hamiltonian path or hamiltonian circuit exists in a graph G, still run in exponential time complexity.
In this paper, a novel algorithm is proposed to solve the hamiltonian sequence problem in a different way. The goal here is to construct a potential hamiltonian sequence P , assuming that G can have potential forbidden minors that prevent a potential hamiltonian sequence P from being a hamiltonian sequence. Thus, these potential forbidden minors need to be degenerated in some state k in a two-phrase process by using a goal-oriented approach. The algorithm outputs a valid hamiltonian sequence or aborts the process, if it is forced to use probability instead of the proposed goal-oriented approach.
The section 2 of this paper lists some definitions and provides a solid foundation for the proposed algorithm. In the section 3, the details of the algorithm are presented.
Preliminary
In this section, some concepts about graph theory are described. Also, this section provides a concise background needed for a better understanding of the paper. A graph G = (V, E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. The vertex set of a graph G is refereed to as V(G), its edge set as E(G). The number of elements of any set X is written as |X|. Each edge e ∈ E is undirected and joins two vertices u, v ∈ V , denoted by e = uv. To represent adjacency between two vertices we use the notation u ∼ v. The set of neighbors of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is denoted by N (v). G[U ] is a subgraph of G induced by U ⊇ V that contains all the edges xy ∈ E with x, y ∈ U . G − U is a subgraph obtained from G by deleting all the Here, conditions like (|N (v i )| = 0) ∧ (|P | = |V (G)|) or v i being an articulation point make Validator have false as output. Unfortunately, such invalid conditions are useful only to test if P is a hamiltonian sequence or not. There's some sufficient conditions available for a graph to posses a hamiltonian sequence [7] [8] but there's no known non-exhaustive algorithm for hamiltonian sequence characterization test that constructs a valid hamitonian sequence by performing subsequent G−v i operations and throwing an error, if G doesn't have any hamiltonian sequence. Likewise, there's no known forbidden condition for the hamiltonian sequence problem. At the same time, find a hamiltonian sequence P by relying on exhaustive methods is not feasible. The lack of a known forbidden condition for hamiltonian sequence characterization test motivated this research.
In this paper, a novel algorithm called syncronization-based forbidden condition mirroring for hamiltonian sequence problem is proposed.
Definition 4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The Synchronization-based Forbidden Condition Mirroring (SFCM) algorithm is an algorithm with a configuration (F, W) that consists of a set F of synchronizable forbidden conditions and a set of scenes W = W 0 ...W n such that W 0 = G and W 0 ≡ ... ≡ W n .
Before continuing, a trivial example of how the proposed algorithm works in practice is presented for a better understanding of the paper. Let's convert the Schmidt's algorithm to a SFCM algorithm. Let W 0 = G be a scene that Schmidt's algorithm takes as input and W 1 be a scene called Schmidt Scene that SFCM algorithm takes as input. The description of Schmidt Scene is as follows.
Schmidt Scene Each P k ∈ D is an component and the ru edge is a forbidden ru-component that needs to be degenerated in some state k.
Notice that ru-component is a potential forbidden minor of Schmidt Scene that needs to be added last by SFCM algorithm in order to not make such algorithm fail to produce a valid output. As the ru edge can be also considered a potential forbidden minor of Schmidt's algorithm, all we need to do is to make the SFCM algorithm imitate the behaviour of Schmidt's algorithm so that the forbidden conditions of both algorithms will be completely synchronized. As the only difference between the SFCM algorithm and Schmidt's algorithm is that they're conceptually different, they're also completely mirrored.
Definition 5. The forbidden conditions of a scene W i ∈ W and W k ∈ W are synchronized when they have the same behaviour.
In this paper, we use a variation of the same approach to construct a hamiltonian sequence path P. In this case, W 0 = G is the scene that an unknown non-exhaustive hamiltonian sequence characterization test takes as input and W 1 is the scene called minimal scene that the proposed SFCM algorithm for hamiltonian sequence problem takes as input. We assume that every state of the proposed SFCM algorithm have potential forbidden minors that make such algorithm fail to produce a valid hamilton sequence. In addition, we also assume that, if W 0 has a hamiltonian sequence, these potential forbidden minors will be degenerated in some state k of iterations made by the proposed algorithm.
The goal here is to synchronize the forbidden condition of the proposed SFCM algorithm and an unknown non-exhaustive hamiltonian sequence characterization test by an imitation process. The minimal scene description is based on invalid conditions that make Validator have false as output on minimal state. In other words, such invalid conditions belongs only to a minimal scene, not to real scene or simply G, which is the scene of an unknown non-exhaustive hamiltonian sequence characterization test algorithm we want to mirror. Such unknown algorithm will be called real scene algorithm.
Proposed algorithm
In this section, the SFCM algorithm for the hamiltonian sequence problem is explained in detail. We call such algorithm SFCM-R. Before continuing, we need to define formally the minimal scene and some important functions. The minimal scene is formally defined as follows. Definition 6. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A minimal scene of G is a rooted graph H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) with a set L = (L w ) w∈V of labels associated with each vertex w, a root vertex v 0 and a set Ω of tiers τ ⊃ H.
Let H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) be a minimal scene of G and u, v ∈ V . By convention, v is the current state's vertex and u, its successor. H − v is performed whenever a vertex u is defined as a valid choice. It will be written as v → u = T . P u is a path from v i to u. As we need to find a vertex u such that v → u = T holds for u, the algorithm analyses a subgraph G ⊃ G that will be denoted as tiers. A set Ω of tiers is defined by the function called maximum-induction described bellow.
Algorithm 2 Maximum induction of H
:
13:
A ← B return Ω Now we've setup all tiers by maximum-induction, we need to identify all the stumbling blocks that will probably break our hamiltonian sequence on each tier and degenerate them. These points are denoted as hamiltonian breakpoints or v B since the algorithm assumes that they're potential forbidden minors of a potential hamiltonian sequence of G. When maximuminduction outputs a valid set Ω, the next step is to get the vertices labelled according to the function Lv-label that outputs a set L = (L w ) w∈V which is the set of labels associated with each vertex w . By convention, v LABEL is a vertex labelled as v LABEL and N v LABEL (w) represents the vertices w ∈ N (w) labelled as v LABEL . H v0 is the root of H ⊇ H and H v is the v of its current state.
for each τ ∈ Ω do 4:
for each w ∈ V (τ ) do 6: if d(w) = 2 in H then 7: if w ∈ X then 8:
if d(v) = 1 in τ then 10:
if w ∈ X then 13:
for each non-labelled w do 24:
The notation H v LABEL represents a set of all vertices labelled as v LABEL . Before continuing, we'll briefly describe what each label mean. Let w be a vertex w ∈ V . If w is an articulation point of τ ∈ Ω, it will labelled as v A or virtual articulation. If τ ∈ Ω and d(w) = 1 it will labelled as virtual leaf or v L . Every non-labelled w ∈ N (v B ) will be labelled as degeneration vertex or v D . Every vertex w that is not a v B and have N v D (w) ≥ 2 is an intersection vertex or v I . Any other non-labelled vertex will be labelled as v N . Vertices labelled as v A and v L are v B vertices. Vertices labelled as v A v N are not considered as v B vertices. Now, a concise description of minimal scene is finally provided below.
Minimal Scene Here, every v A vertex is a real articulation point and every v L vertex is a potential real articulation point. In addition, every v B vertex is part of an isolated
The term virtual indicates that some definition belongs only to minimal scene, not to real scene. Thus, we'll define an additional function A(w, H) that returns true if ω(H − w) > ω(H). The vertex w is a non-virtual articulation point of H. Every non-virtual articulation points of H are labelled as v H and
In order to keep a valid state, every C v B needs to be mapped and degenerated in some state k of iterations performed by either first or second phrase. If v B can be degenerated in a state k, then v B is called b-treatable. Here, we need to assume that ∀ v B ∈ V (H), exists a state k which v B will be b-tratable. 
As we don't know a detailed description about the forbidden condition we want to mirror, we will stick with a conceptually different definition of hamiltonian sequence problem that relates real scene to minimal scene explicitly. The v B path problem is as follows.
As the v B path problem is similar to the hamiltonian sequence problem, it must be NPcomplete. In the minimal scene, if we have a path
In first phrase of the proposed algorithm, we pass through H with the aim of degenerating C v B components in order to create a potential hamiltonian sequence P u = P v ∪ ... ∪ P u .
It means that the following theorem, which is a sufficient condition to make Validator output false, will be partially ignored in first phrase or simply mapping phrase, which is represented by Mapping function. (see Sect. 3.1.2)
Therefore, |P | = |V | holds for P , which is not a hamiltonian sequence since at least one vertex is not reachable from u = v i+1 .
Because of that, both first and second phrase of the proposed algorithm need to enforce basic constraints related to real scene in order to not ignore theorem 1 completely. Before continuing, we will adopt some additional conventions. The parameter |H n | of a subscene H ⊃ H indicates that H was generated by H[V − H v H ] and has n vertices adjacent to |H n | different non-virtual articulation points of H. The two basic constraints are as follows.
Why. If H is reached by either v or v 0 , ω(G − v) > ω(G) will hold for G − v when this happens. Such situation is invalid since it makes the algorithm ignore theorem 1 completely. The SFCM-R algorithm assumes that every w is reachable from either v or v 0 without ignoring theorem 1 completely.
Why. In this case, we have two or more disconnected components. Thus, there exists at least one w ∈ V (H ) not reachable from neither v nor by v 0 . Such situation is invalid since it makes the algorithm ignore theorem 1 completely. The SFCM-R algorithm assumes that every w is reachable from either v or v 0 without ignoring theorem 1 completely.
In addition, the complexity of the algorithm proposed can't be exponential. Otherwise, we're implicitly trying to solve this problem by using exhaustive search methods. Such situation is clearly invalid since the SFCM-R algorithm must try to imitate the behaviour of real scene algorithm. That's why every v → u = T choice must be goal-oriented in both two phrases of SFCM-R algorithm. In other words, both phrases must be goal-oriented. Throughout this paper, we prove that both phrases are imitating the behaviour of real scene algorithm shall be presented with an appropriate background. (see Sect. 3.1.3 and 4).
Definition 10. Goal-oriented choice is a non-probabilistic v → u = T choice that involves minimal scene directly and real scene partially. Such choice is represented by both constraints and goal-oriented strategies.
As the algorithm passes through H instead of G, we're considering minimal scene directly. In addition, the real scene is considered partially since some basic constraints related to real scene algorithm are evaluated by the proposed algorithm. Throughout this paper, constraints followed by an intuitive description shall be presented in this order by convention. All the goaloriented strategies developed through this research shall be presented along with an appropriate background. (see Sect. 3.4) Notice that the real scene generates only consistent C v H components in order to generate a valid hamiltonian sequence optimally. Therefore, the real scene algorithm can be idealized as follows.
Algorithm 4 Non-mirrorable real scene algorithm
Hamiltonian-sequence(G, u, P ) return P Notice that the idealized version of real scene algorithm doesn't have any explicitly relationship with the proposed minimal scene and thus, it need to be modified to properly represent a mirrorable real scene algorithm, which is the real scene algorithm we want to mirror. Such modification shall be presented with an appropriate background.
Definition 11. A mirrorable algorithm is a non-exhaustive algorithm that takes a scene W i ∈ W , with a forbidden condition conceptually different from every scene W k ∈ W , as input.
Therefore, the main goal of the proposed algorithm is to imitate the behaviour of real scene algorithm in order to avoid using probability, which is a known behaviour of a generic exhaustive algorithm. That's why the second phrase or simply reconstruction phrase, which is represented by the function Reconstruct, aborts the process if it's forced to use probability while reconstructing P . Such reconstruction process is explained throughout this paper.
Mapping phrase
In this section, the mapping phrase is explained. This phrase outputs a non-synchronized hamiltonian sequence or simply L e set. Such set is used by reconstruction phrase, which tries to reconstruct a hamiltonian sequence by modifying L e in order to output a valid hamiltonian sequence (if one exists). The mapping task is done by the Mapping function. This function takes H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) scene and G = (V, E) scene as input by reference along with additional parameters (L e , v, u, η, ε, m, κ, s) by reference and keep calling itself recursively until reaching its base case.
Definition 12. A non-synchronized hamiltonian sequence is a sequence L e = e 1 ...e n of path fragments.
By convention, the (x, y) notation will be non-synchronized edges xy created by Mapping. (w) can be any non-synchronized edges e ∈ L e with w ∈ e. The mapping task performed by Mapping has the following structure:
Base case (1) |V (H)| = 0 or (2) ε > η forms the base case of recursion. If base case is reached by first condition, then we assume that every v B C must be v B T in some state k at first.
Current State
The current state of H.
In current state, some constraint must make v → v LABEL = T hold for at least one v LABEL . If we don't have any u = v LABEL with v → v LABEL = T , we have to undo one step and try an alternative choice in current scene until ε > η with ε being the local error counter of Mapping and η being the local error counter limit of Mapping. The Sync-Error procedure is called by Mapping whenever it finds an inconsistency. Such procedure increments both ε and κ by reference with κ being a global error counter of Mapping. If ε > η , the current subscene must be discarded by Mapping and the current state is changed to another v in an earlier valid subscene. On the other hand, if κ > m with m being the global error counter limit of Mapping, the mapping process must be aborted. if κ > m then 5: Abort mapping process 6: else if ε > η then 7: Discard H 8:
if throw-error then 9:
throw error This phrase may require k attempts with a different vertex set as v 0 in order to output a valid L e . If this process outputs a valid L e set, the algorithm assumes at first that every v B C must be v B T in some state k of the proposed algorithm. In other words, the algorithm assumes that both Mapping and real scene algorithm have pre-synchronized forbidden conditions. Every constraint must be checked into 
In this case, we have a context change because v H must be reachable by v or v 0 without ignoring theorem 1 completely. Because of that, an additional subscene H ⊃ H such that H v = v 0 , H v0 = v H and |H n | = 1 need to be created by Mapping since the minimal scene is not aware of the existence of non-virtual articulation points. After H is processed by Mapping, the current labelling of H becomes obsolete. Because of that, it needs to be changed.
As v can be different from v 0 in H or after H is processed, we need to create an edge v 0 v whenever we need to make a context change, which is done by the function Context-change, in order to make Maximum-induction(H) and Lv-Label(H) work correctly. That's because such v will act like a vertex u that was chosen by v 0 → v = T in a imaginary state with
edge created ← f alse 4: e ← null 5: if w = v and w / ∈ N (v) then 6: e ← vw 7:
edge created ← true 9 :
if edge created then 12:
return H
The constraints considered in this phrase are defined as follows.
As v A is considered an isolated component by minimal scene, it can't influence the labelling of any v A directly.
Why. In this case, v D is part of a degeneration process. As P is a mandatory path of subdivisions,
In this case, v L is behaving like a leaf w of real scene algorithm such that w ∈ C v H instead of a v B vertex since it's part of a degeneration process. As w can't be labelled as v L , v LABEL → v L = T can't disconnect the minimal scene according to it's description. In addition, notice that w can potentially create inconsistencies in real scene. That's why v L is considered a potential real articulation of minimal scene.
Why. In this case, v D doesn't influence the labelling of any v
Why. In this case, we will have 0
Why. If |H v A | = 0 and |H v D | = 0, then |H v L | = 0. In such state, the algorithm tries to make v L behave like leafs w of real scene such that w ∈ C v H . If so, V L is degenerated since such v L can't be considered a potential articulation point anymore.
Constraint 10. If there's no other valid choice for
Why. Vertices labelled as v I , v N and v A v N aren't part of any C v B directly. In addition, notice that vertices w ∈ V such that d(w) = 2 are always part of a v H -path starting from u such that u ∈ N (w). Therefore, w can't be degenerated as
Goal
The goal of Mapping phrase is to output a valid L e set ready to be reconstructed in next phrase. The key to construct a valid L e is take into account the priority order of each choice. The priority order plays an important role in this phrase since it will make the mapping phrase imitate the behaviour of the real scene algorithm. As a consequence, if this phrase generates an inconsistent v H that prevents L e from being a hamiltonian sequence, the SFCM-R algorithm will be able to degenerate such inconsistency and generate another v H to change parts of L e until we have a valid hamiltonian sequence (if one exists) by correcting parts of such imitation process. This process will be called C v H attaching or minimal scene attachment because inconsistent C v H components are degenerated by considering minimal scene directly and real scene partially. Such process is done in reconstruction phrase by using a goal-oriented approach. (see Sect. 3.4)
The priority order relies on the label of u. If the priority is n times higher than an arbitrary constant i, it will be denoted as v i+n LABEL . The highest priority is to make
. v L has the higuest priority because it can potentially increase |H v A | since it's considered a potential real articulation point according to minimal scene's description. If Mapping can't make any v B C be v B T in current state, we want to change our context instead of undoing states. Thus, we will have v A v N i+2 since these vertices can generate v H articulations with high probability. In addition, we have v I i+1 since we can have some valid v D ∼ v I in next current state. The lowest priority is for v N since its not part of any C v B . So we have v N i for vertices labelled as v N .
Notice that we don't have any constraint that makes v → v A = T hold for v since it can disconnect the minimal scene according to its description. Even so, we will have v → v A = T in some state k of the algorithm if Reconstruct outputs a valid hamiltonian sequence. It means that the constraints related to vertices labelled as v A can't be evaluated directly in this phrase.
Algorithm
In this section, the pseudocode of Mapping is explained. Every line number mentioned in this section refers to the pseudocode of Mapping. Firstly, a Context-change(v 0 ,v 0 ,H) call is needed to calculate Ω and L of initial H such that
Before set such component, Mapping needs to perform (1) V (H ) = V (H ) ∪ {v H , v 0 } and (2) H v0 .LAST = null, with LAST being a parameter used to store an earlier v state, in order to configure H properly in line 7. Such parameter is used to make the algorithm keep track of
Its important to mention that Mapping needs to call Context-change function before Mapping call itself recursively if H was set (lines 10 and 17). if H was set and configured then 9:
try 10:
Mapping(H ,G,L e ,v 0 ,η, 0, m,κ,s) 
return L e Every vertex deleted from H by a v → u = T operation made by Select function (line 30 and 46) must be also deleted from H before its context change (line 12). Such rule doesn't apply for vertices removed from H when N (v) = ∅ (lines 20 and 44) since such v can be part of another H components in different recursive calls. If H v0 ∈ V (H), the split flag s is set to false (line 14). In this case, H v0 was not explicitly reached by any v → u = T operation made by Select. As we're ignoring theorem 1 partially, we need to force v to be changed in next recursion call in order to make Mapping create a new H since a new H v0 can turn out to be explicitly reached by a v → u = T operation made by Select in H .
If
we need to follow the constraints and priorities mentioned earlier (line 29). In this case, If v → v LABEL = T holds for at least one u = v LABEL , we must (1) perform v → u = T , (2) add an edge v.LAST v to L e and (3) perform u.LAST = v. Mapping needs to call Select in order to do such operations by reference when the context remains unchanged (lines 30 and 46).
If v → v LABEL = F holds for every u = v LABEL , we need to undo the last step and try an alternative, incrementing κ and ε by calling Sync-Error. Every error found in mapping phrase must increment κ and ε. If ε > η, the current subscene H must be discarded by Mapping, that needs to perform undo operations to choose another v in an earlier valid subscene. On the other hand, if κ > m, the process must be aborted. In this phrase, none of vertices can have more than two incident edges since L e must be a sequence of path fragments. Therefore, If |L e ∩ (w)| > 2, Select must remove the first (w) added to L e by reference through Select function, which is as follows.
In addition, Mapping must never remove the current v 0 from H except in two cases. The first case that v 0 can be removed from H is before a context change that changes such v 0 (line 17). The second case is when N (v) = ∅ and v = v 0 (lines 20 and 44). Also, Mapping
Such restriction imitates the way that real scene algorithm reaches v 0 from v.
Proof of correctness
This section is dedicated to the proof of correctness of mapping phrase. It's important to mention that SFCM-R algorithm can only use goal-oriented choices. Because of that, we need to prove that Mapping is goal-oriented. Consider the following lemmas.
Let's add a vertex w and an edge w w i to H, set w as v 0 and call Context-
Lemma 2. Let H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) be a scene. ε such that ε < |V | aborts the mapping task process only if at least one valid u for every v found is known.
Proof. If at least one valid u for every v found is known in mapping task, ε = |N (v)| will force Mapping to abort the process when there's only invalid u vertices for v when H
ε such that ε ≤ |N (v)| aborts the mapping task when there's only invalid u vertices for v since at least one invalid u ∈ N (v) can be part of different H components set by Mapping. As |N (v)| ≤ |V | − 1, ε such that ε < |V | aborts the mapping task process only if at least one valid u for every v found is known.
The following theorem proves that Mapping is goal-oriented with η = |V | and m = |V | 2 −|V | Proof. As not every C v A will turn out to be C v H , v L i+4 and v D i+3 cancel the appearance of non-mandatory C v H components, making ε increase slowly in long run. Even if C v A turn out to be a C v H , such C v A will not influence the labelling of any other v A directly since such C v H forces a context change. The real scene algorithm also makes a context change in order to force itself to pass through a potential forbidden minor X ⊃ H with |H n | = 1 and X v0 = v H . As the unknown forbidden condition of real scene algorithm is optimal, X alone can be used by real scene algorithm to decide whether the real scene has a hamiltonian sequence. Therefore, if H v H = ∅ in real scene algorithm context, then v i ∈ P holds for every v i found with P such that P = P ∪ X with P being a v H -path and X ∈ V [X]. As P can be split into potential independent forbidden minors in real scene algorithm context, Mapping is imitating the real scene algorithm by (1) forcing every C v A component to be an isolated component through it's degeneration process, and (2) changing it's context when H
The unknown forbidden condition of real scene algorithm also forces the creation of such P if the existence of a leaf needs to be avoided, directly or indirectly. As P can be split into potential independent forbidden minors in real scene algorithm context, Mapping is imitating the real scene algorithm by giving v L the highest priority. If u = v L and v L acts like a degeneration vertex, Mapping is still imitating the real scene algorithm since such v L can't turn out to be a leaf of real scene in this case. Even if both v D i+3 and v L i+4 fail to retard ε growth rate, v A v N i+2 can make ε increase slowly by either forcing the algorithm to make a context change in order to decrease |V | or delaying the appearance of C v H components. v I i+1 also forces the algorithm to cancel the appearance of non-mandatory
can also make ε increase slowly since it doesn't influence any C v B to be C v H directly. As a result, v N i can either delay the appearance of C v H components or force a context change. Notice that ε such that ε > |V | suggests that the current scene H ⊃ H has regions with a small connectivity. As Mapping minimizes indirectly the appearance of C v H components by decreasing both |V | and |H v A |, the appearance of such regions can be decreased since Mapping can also maximize the appearance of mandatory
through degeneration process in order to increase success rate of context change and retard ε growth rate. In addition, even if Mapping generates non-mandatory C v H components in such regions, no error is thrown when v as well as v 0 have none or more than one different vertices as successor unless both constraints 1 and 2 don't hold for H[V − v]. Such flexibility also increases the success rate of context rate and make ε increase slowly in long run. It's also important to mention that Mapping can throw an error with ε being very small when H has regions with a small connectivity, since Mapping doesn't make v → u = T operations when H[V − v] v H = 0. Therefore, Mapping is imitating the behaviour of real scene algorithm since (1) the potentially-exponential error rate curve of Mapping is distorted by retarding ε growth rate and (2) the real scene algorithm also distort the potentially-exponential error rate curve since it's unknown forbidden condition predicts, directly or indirectly, when it's error curve will grow exponentially. In addition, the real scene algorithm also maximizes the appearance of mandatory C v H and cancels the appearance of non-mandatory C v H components, directly or indirectly. As a consequence, the unknown forbidden condition of real scene algorithm can't ignore minimal scene completely. Therefore, ε must converge to k such that k < |V |. Otherwise, Mapping is failing at making ε growth rate retard since ε converge to k such that k > |V |. In such case, Mapping doesn't know at least one valid u for a v (lemma 2). If so, Mapping is not imitating the behaviour of real scene algorithm since we can assume that at least one choice is made by probability explicitly since ε < |V | not forced Mapping to discard its current scene. Therefore Mapping is goal-oriented with η = |V |. If lemma 2 holds for H, m = ϑ with ϑ = |V | 2 −|V | 2 being the number of times that Mapping checks if v → u = T holds for every u found when it is not aborted in worst case scenario. That's because for each vertex v i found by Mapping with i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, Mapping needs to check if v i → u = T holds for u ∼ v i at most |V | − i times if lemma 2 holds for each v i found. If m > ϑ, Mapping would be relying on probability explicitly since at least one v would have an unknown successor. As a consequence, m = ϑ must hold for m if mapping task uses a goal-oriented approach. Therefore
Mapping is goal-oriented with m = |V | 2 −|V | 2 .
Reconstruction phrase
In this section, the reconstruction phrase is explained. The reconstruction task is done by the Reconstruct function which takes H, L e , φ ∈ L e , P x1 and P x2 as input by reference. The edge φ is a non-synchronized edge x 1 x 2 where x 1 and x 2 are initially the last vertices of paths P = {x 1 } and P = {x 2 }, respectively, that needs to be expanded since every vertex must be reachable from x 1 or x 2 . In addition, we need to assume that x 1 = v and x 2 = v 0 in this phrase in order to check if both constrains 1 and 2 holds for v. P x1 = P will be the current path we're expanding and P x2 = P , the other path. As for every u, v must be added to either P x1 or P x2 , x 1 and x 2 must be properly updated in order to be the last vertex of P x1 and P x2 , respectively. The term expansion call is used throughout this paper whenever we make a recursive call to Reconstruct. Every expansion call restore the initial state of both H and L e . Some conventions are used in this section. The vertices v and u of an edge e will be denoted e v and e u , respectively. The synchronized edges will be written as [v, u] . The edge [w] can be any synchronized edge e ∈ L e with w ∈ e. 
Goal
The goal here is to reconstruct a hamiltonian sequence (if one exists) by passing through H using paths of H * and attaching inconsistent C v H by changing L e set. If such hamiltonian sequence is reconstructed, H * will form a valid hamiltonian sequence of H. In order to do that, some edges may need to be added to L e to merge a component H * with v ∈ V (H * ) to another component H * so that v can reach vertices w u ∈ V (H * ) for every P (φ, (w)) properly.
At this point, we need to define a conceptually different hamiltonian sequence that we want to reconstruct in this phrase since Reconstruct use paths of H * to pass through H. A hamiltonian sequence given L e is as follows.
Definition 16. Let H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) be a minimal scene. A hamiltonian sequence given L e of H is a simple path P = v i ...v k with 1 ≤ i ≤ k that visits all vertices such that every v i (1) forces the appearance of mandatory C v H components (2) cancels the appearance of non-mandatory C v H components or (3) is part of a valid P v B Notice that as theorem 1 is ignored partially by Mapping, If Reconstruct passes through H which is a scene in a state k of Mapping, in a scene H which is the current scene of Reconstruct such that V (H ) ∩ V (H ) = 0, some edges (v) ∈ L e can be deleted to make both constraints 1 and 2 hold for [v] as well as to enforce L e to be a set of paths. However, this is not a sufficient condition to prove that Mapping is not imitating the behaviour of real scene algorithm since it ignored theorem 1 partially. Therefore, Reconstruct can make both constraints 1 and 2 hold for [v] by adding [v, u] edges to L e in order to (1) connect components of H * or (2) attach inconsistent C v H components generated by [v] even if some edges are removed from L e . The problem is that the algorithm must decide when to abort the reconstruction process if H doesn't have any hamiltonian sequence.
Because of that, the forbidden condition of the SFCM-R algorithm is formed by a sequence of attached C v H components that needs to be enforced in order to convert L e to a hamiltonian sequence. If such sequence of attached C v H components exists for the current L e set, it means that they're sufficient condition to convert the L e set to a valid hamiltonian sequence given L e , which is the output of Reconstruct. In other words, if such sequence of attached C v H components is not properly enforced, they can be considered a possible sufficient condition to make the mirrorable real scene algorithm, which is the real scene algorithm we want to mirror in this phrase, fail to produce a valid output.
If Reconstruct can't construct such forbidden condition by using L e set, the algorithm must abort the process since such event is a sufficient condition to make SFCM-R algorithm fail to reconstruct the hamiltonian sequence. In addition, Reconstruct can have inconsistent subscenes H ⊃ H with no hamiltonian sequence at all in this phrase. It means that if we try to attach every inconsistent C v H by modifying L e aggressively, we can end up with an exhaustive algorithm since we can have subscenes with non-attachable C v H components. Remember that the SFCM-R algorithm must not use exhaustive methods to reconstruct the hamiltonian sequence since we want to mirror a non-exhaustive algorithm. Therefore, we need to use goaloriented strategies to attach inconsistent C v H properly without relying on probability in order to use such proposed forbidden condition.
In addition, the non-mirrorable real scene algorithm needs to be modified since we have a conceptually different definition of hamiltonian sequence with a known forbidden condition. Such modified real scene algorithm, which is the algorithm we want to mirror in this phrase, is as follows. A ← N (v)
3:
X ← every w such that A(w , H) = T
4:
for each u ∈ A do 5: if u ∈ X and v → u = T doesn't make the next state be inconsistent then 6:
if u ∈ X or u doesn't minimize non-mandatory C v H count or vu is not part of a valid P v B then 8: 
Algorithm
In this section, the pseudocode of Reconstruct is explained. Every line number mentioned in this section refers to the pseudocode of Reconstruct. Such function passes through H by using paths of H * , performing subsequent H − v operations by expanding P x1 or P x2 paths alternatively with v such that v ∈ {x 1 , x 2 } (line 4) and, at the same time, connecting components of H * by adding a synchronized edge [φ u , u] (line 6). It's important to mention that [x 1 , x 2 ] cannot be created by Reconstruct since both P x1 and P x2 are concatenated to form the output of mirrorable real scene algorithm. By convention, we have φ = (v 0 ) in first Reconstruct call. If we have H v H = ∅ during such process, the algorithm must pass through the called v H -paths to enforce both constraints 1 and 2. Some edges (v) must be removed from L e to enforce v to pass through such v H -paths. Also, we need to delete some other inconsistent edges (v). The first case is when we have (v) with v being a vertex that for every H ⊇ H, H − v generates always two v H -paths starting from v. The second case is when we have (v, v H ). Notice that these two cases can be ignored in hamiltonian path context. As the algorithm consider v = v H as inconsistency, we need to use specific goal-oriented strategies if we want to have v = v H (see Sect while reconstruction of L e is not done do 3:
catch error 9:
Undo k states 10:
Use goal-oriented strategies 11:
return L e If Reconstruct finds a valid (v) with d * (v) = 1, the next step is to choose u (line 5) by the following some conventions, which is as follows. If there's a vertex u with d * (u) = 1, then the edge [φ u , u] is added to L e with u being part of the first (u) added with d * (u) = 1 that enforces both constraints 1 and 2. On the other hand, if for every u we have d * (u) = 2, we need to choose u being part of the first (u) added and then, remove such z = (u) before including [φ u , u] to make d * (u) = 1 hold for u. If z doesn't enforce both constraints 1 and 2, remove the other (u) = z. If we have a non-mapped vertex w with d * (w) = 0 or w ∈ C v H with C v H being inconsistent, we must add an edge [v, w] (1) by attaching C v H processes, (2) when we have a v H -path P starting from v with w ∈ P or (3) when there's no other valid (u) for v. If an edge [w ] is added to L e and d * (w ) ≥ 2, the first z = (w ) added must be removed from L e to make d * (w ) = 2 hold for w . If z doesn't enforce both constraints 1 and 2, remove the other (w ) = z . If an inconsistency is found during this process, an error needs to be thrown by Reconstruct. Every inconsistent C v H must be attached by goal-oriented strategies (lines 9 and 10). In this case, the algorithm undo modifications in both H and L e in order to go back to an earlier v state in order to use some goal oriented strategy. This process continues until either the reconstruction of L e is done (line 11) or a goal-oriented strategy aborts the reconstruction process.
It's important to mention that whenever a goal-oriented strategy removes either (v) or [v] from L e , and makes d * (v) = 1 hold for v, the conventions of this section must be used to choose a non-visited u.
Goal-oriented strategies
In this section, the goal-oriented strategies developed through this research will be presented and can be used in a non-probabilistic goal-oriented implementation of reconstruction phrase. Now, we need to introduce a structure that we use to help us in goal-oriented decision making process. Such structure will be called real-scene perception network (RSPN).
Definition 17. Real scene perception network (RSPN) is a goal-oriented network formed by ordering node J, current state node C, attachment node A and region node N that stores informations related to goal-oriented strategies.
It's very important to store some informations about goal-oriented strategies since the only difference between an expansion process from another is the way we pass through H using edges e ∈ L e which can lead to different attachable C v H in real scene. Because Reconstruct has conventions to pass through H by using paths of H * , RSPN and strategies can be useful to change L e relying on knowledge related to real scene instead of probability in order to give such conventions more flexibility. Before continuing, two rates need to be defined. The negativity rate γ is the rate of how likely is the current scene H ⊃ H to be consistent in current state and t is the negativity rate tolerance over γ.
The strategies proposed in this section doesn't have any order of activation. Everything depends on current negativity rate γ and specific signs that suggests that a specific strategy can be triggered.
As the algorithm undo k states to attach inconsistent C v H components, γ must increase if a specific strategy fails to attach C v H properly. Because of that, some parameters can be stored in C to make the algorithm keep track of an inconsistent region R that the algorithm wants to correct by triggering a strategy. The cost needed to attach an inconsistency of R and the frequency of the appearance of inconsistencies in R are examples of such parameters. In addition, a tolerance policy is needed to adjust γ and t in order to make the algorithm select and trigger a goal-oriented strategy in an appropriate moment.
Such tolerance policy T is also used to make the algorithm more prone to make new expansion calls in order to degenerate itself in case of successive negative events. In addition, T must prevent the algorithm from running indefinitely by making τ − γ be negative at some state of Reconstruct eventually. T needs to adjust a γ , b γ , a t , b t as well as w i of each event x i by using a specific set of actions in order to accomplish such goals. The weight w i represents the negativity of an event x i . b γ and b t are used to adjust the value of γ and t, respectively, by changing the the direction and speed of γ growth rate. That's because b adjust ∆ = y2−y1 x2−x1 such that x 2 = x 1 + c, x 1 = 0, y 2 = f (x 2 , a, b), y 1 = f (x 1 , a, b) with c being a constant. Such ∆, which is a slope of f (x, a, b) curve, multiplied by a constant β, is used to adjust both γ and t. a γ and a t are also used to adjust the value of γ and t, respectively, by changing the growth rate of f (x, a, b) curve. The function f (x, a, b), which is a variation of normal distribution function, is as follows.
It's important to mention that as the algorithm can't imitate an exhaustive algorithm, W , which is the average of negativity created by n events, must influence the adjustments made by T . γ and t are as follows.
One of the goals of T is to keep a balance between (1) retarding both f (x, a, b) and γ growth rate faster by triggering goal-oriented strategies to attach inconsistent C v H components and (2) retarding both f (x, a, b) and γ growth rate slower when goal-oriented strategies fail to attach inconsistent C v H components. When T is retarding both f (x, a, b) and γ growth rate slower, γ curve tends to behave like f (x, a, b) curve so that it tends to hit two different inflection points w = (b − a , y) and w = (b + a , y). These two points are the points at which the curvature of γ curve changes due to distortion made by retardation process. On the other hand, when T is retarding both f (x, a, b) and γ growth rate faster, both w and w will naturally tend to be equal. The problem is that we can have an insignificant difference between both w and w . In this case, γ curve will tend to behave like an exponential curve instead of f (x, a, b) curve since the retardation process makes almost no difference in γ growth rate. The main goal of using goal-oriented strategies along with T to prevent Reconstruct from imitating a generic exhaustive algorithm by making either (1) t − γ be negative when γ curve tends to behave like an exponential curve or (2) aborting the reconstruction process eventually.
Before continuing, we need to define some conventions. Every inconsistency v H ∈ H v H must be added to current state node C when γ ≤ t. If γ > t, every v H ∈ H v H must be added as a child of v H i node in expansion call i. Such v H i node is called static v H articulation and it must be child of ordering node J . Every C v H ∈ H v H attached by adding an edge [v, w] to L e with w ∈ C v H must be added to attachment node A.
The first strategy is to have φ = (v H ), with v H being a v H added to v H i of J, for every new expansion call made when γ > t. As an example, the figure bellow shows the node J of RSPN. We can see on the left side an expansion k − 1 with v H 0 = {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 } created by expansion call k − 3 and v H 1 = {w 4 } created by expansion call k − 2 . The same figure shows J in expansion call k with v H 2 = {w 3 } created by expansion call k − 1. In such case, J must be updated since w 3 can't be part of two ordering constraints at the same time due to the fact that every vertex is visited once in hamiltonian sequence context. Therefore, the w 3 is removed from v H 0 by expansion k − 1. As w 3 and w 4 are the unique possible choice for v H 2 and v H 1 respectively, we can enforce the ordering between w 3 and w 4 in expansion k. In this case, v H 2 and v H 1 are active. Such enforcement can result in non-synchronized edges removal operations in current expansion. If v H i has only one child, v H i can't be changed anymore. By strategy 1, if SFCM-R algorithm runs in exponential time, we'll no longer have a consistent minimal scene mapping. Such situation forces the algorithm to choose by probability. As Reconstruct can't choose by probability, it is forced to abort itself since γ grows exponentially by using such strategy. This strategy forces the number of expansions to not grow exponentially.
Strategy 1. Make a new expansion call i with φ = (v H ) such that v H ∈ H v H when γ > t and add every vertex v H ∈ H v H to a child v H i of node J. Update J and enforce ordering between v H i and v H k with k > i if both are active. If such ordering can't be enforced, γ must grow exponentially in order to make the algorithm abort itself.
It's important to mention that the algorithm assumes that both Mapping and real scene algorithm have pre-synchronized forbidden conditions. It means that Reconstruct must avoid to degenerate itself by using additional strategies to retard γ growth rate in order to not be forced to degenerate itself by the aforementioned strategy. Also notice that high peaks of γ can theoretically make RSPN J store an inconsistent ordering as the number of expansion calls grows. Even if it happens, J can't be changed arbitrarily. Therefore, the algorithm must try to retard γ growth rate instead of degenerating itself, in order to add another H v H set that either postpones the activation of static v H points or causes less edge removal operations when γ > t by using additional strategies proposed in this section.
Strategy 2. Make a new expansion call
H v H set that either postpone the activation of static v H points or cause less edge removal operations.
As mentioned earlier, each expansion call i generates a static v H i that must be added to node J of RSPN. However, we need to assume that exactness rate is enough for reconstruction since Reconstruct must use paths of H * to pass through H. The exactness rate µ i is the rate of how similar are non-synchronized edges to synchronized edges at state i. The more edges are removed from L e , the lower is exactness rate µ i . The λ v function outputs a set of (v) edges that were removed from L e . S is the number of edges e ∈ L e before reconstruction phrase.
As we need to assume that the exactness rate is enough for reconstruction, we want to restart the process considering P x2 as P x1 before making a new expansion call when γ > t. In this case, we have a path swap since P x1 becomes P x2 and vice-versa. Strategy 3. Before making a new expansion call, make a path swap in order to restart the process starting from P x2 path instead of P x1 path.
In addition, we need to use a lazy approach in order to use assume that exactness rate is enough for reconstruction process. As an example, if we undo k states to attach some inconsistent C v H , we need to assume that such C v H will be properly attached without analysing the consequences of such attachment in its region. The negativity rate can be also used to force the algorithm to prevent the number of expansion calls from growing exponentially. As an example, we can limit the number of expansion calls by preventing the algorithm from making expansion calls with the same φ twice. Thus, we have the following strategy.
Strategy 5. Every expansion call must have a different φ = (x 1 ).
We can also use negativity rate γ to increase or decrease k. For example, if we try to attach an inconsistent C v H ∈ H v H stored in node C of RSPN by undo k states in order to add a synchronized-edge [v, w] such that w ∈ C v H and (v, w) / ∈ L e and such event keeps generating another inconsistencies for every non-visited w ∈ N (v) found, then γ and k can be increased at the same time to prevent the algorithm from imitating a generic exhaustive algorithm . As a result, the algorithm undo k states such that k > k in order to not visit all neighbours of v. Therefore, k must be proportional to γ assuming that region R is treatable by expanding P x1 or P x2 . Such relationship between k and γ helps the algorithm to attach frequently inconsistent C v H components. On the other hand, if we can't find any attachable C v H component by undo k states due to a high peak of γ, we can just delete the synchronized edge that is generating them, since they can turn out to be attachable later. Strategy 6. Undo k states until we find the first attachable ∈ L e . If there's no one attachable C v H generated by current [v, u] or by a v H −path generated by [v, u] in any previous states due to a high peak of γ, delete this edge, back to the former v and choose another non-visited u.
Strategy 7. The variable k must be proportional to γ assuming that region R is treatable by expanding P x1 or P x2 .
We can also use the negativity rate along with C v H stored in attachment node to change the variable k. The attachment node can be used by the algorithm to keep track of specific regions in current expansion, serving as an extra parameter to change k. As an example, we can undo k states until we find an arbitrary C v H that was attached previously in current Reconstruct call.
As mentioned before, we need to store inconsistent C v H components in node C before use any attaching strategy. However, the algorithm can't imitate a generic exhaustive algorithm by trying to attach them aggressively. Thus, we have to use the following strategies. Strategy 8. Avoid adding new C v H to C node until we have at least one well-succeeded C v H attaching.
Strategy 9. If C v H attaching attempts of C node always generate new C v H components, γ must be increased drastically. In such case, try to attach additional v H components by adding them to C node and giving them a higher priority.
Also, the number of C v H of C node can be limited by a variable c that decreases as negativity rate γ increases. Such strategy forces the algorithm to not try to attach C v H components aggressively when we have successive peaks of γ.
Strategy 10. The number of C v H components considered by current state must be limited by a variable c that decreases as negativity rate γ increases.
Notice that once we have a valid attachable C v H , the remaining C v H components can't be chosen by probability. The choice of remaining C v H components must be explicitly tied to a goaloriented strategy. We can even delete some of these v H vertices from C since non-synchronized edges can have a sufficient µ i to reconstruct the hamiltonian sequence.
Strategy 11. Remove every v H from C node for every v after a valid attachable C v H is found.
As mentioned earlier, if we try to attach every C v H aggressively we can end up with an exhaustive algorithm since we can have subscenes with only invalid C v H components. In other words, there is no guarantee that every C v H found from every R of vertices will be consistent without making any expansion call. Also, the algorithm assumes that every vertex w is reachable through v or v 0 . It means that there may exist components C v H only attachable though P x2 . In both cases, P x1 is overlapping P x2 since an inconsistent region R can turn out to be consistent by either (1) making a path swap in order to expand P x2 to correct inconsistencies or (2) making an new expansion with a different φ edge.
Definition 18. A path overlapping in a region R of vertices is when (1) P x2 needs to pass through R to attach an inconsistent C v H or cancel the appearance of such C v H components of P x1 , or (2) φ needs to be changed in order to attach or cancel the appaerance of inconsistencies of both P x1 and P x2 .
A path overlapping can occur in many cases. For example, when we have
is clearly invalid in both hamiltonian circuit and hamiltonian path context. Also, we can have A(x 2 , H) = T by expanding P x1 or even worse, successive peaks of γ in a region R. If we have a high peak of γ, there'll exist a C v H component frequently inconsistent by expanding P x1 , suggesting that it may be attachable by expanding P x2 . Another sign of path overlapping is when we have P x1 generating a v H -path P = v H i ...v H k with A(v H k , H) = T , that in turn, generates a component H with x 2 ∈ V (H ) and |V (H )| is very small, suggesting that such H can't be generated by P x1 , at least in hamiltonian circuit context. In such cases, the path overlapping correction strategies can be useful since we can find different C v H components by expanding P x2 that can degenerate such inconsistencies without making new expansion calls. Therefore, we have the following strategy.
Strategy 12. If we have a path overlapping in some R in P x1 , undo k states and make a path swap, so that we can pass through R by expanding P x2 . If path overlapping is corrected, make another path swap to continue this process through former P x1 .
As an alternative, instead of making a path swap to continue this process through former P x1 , we can continue through P x2 without making a path swap.
Strategy 13. If we have a path overlapping in some R, undo k states and make a path swap, so that we can pass through R by expanding P x2 . Continue through P x2 until we have another path overlapping.
Also, we can continue this process through P x2 until we have new attachable C v H ∼ x 1 or x 1 ∈ C v H in either current P x1 state or earlier states with v = x 1 . If such C v H is found, we undo the states created after the path swap and then, make another path swap to back to P x1 in order to attach C v H . The goal here is to generate new attachable C v H to be attached by P x1 and change P x1 without relying on probability.
Strategy 14. If we have a path overlapping in some R, undo k states and make a path swap, so that we can pass through R by expanding P x2 . If path overlapping is corrected, continue through P x2 until we have new attachable C v H ∼ x 1 or x 1 ∈ C v H in either current P x1 state or earlier states with v = x 1 . If such C v H is found, undo the states created after the path swap and then, make another path swap to back to former P x1 in order to attach C v H .
As we're ignoring u = v A vertices in Mapping, we can have sequences of subscenes with |H n | = 2, except its endpoints, which will be subscenes with |H n | = 1. In this case, using the lazy approach strategy can make γ increases. Instead, we want to choose an attachable C v H of one of its endpoints. Such endpoints will be C v H components that appears as inconsistency frequently.
Strategy 15. Undo k states until we find the first attachable C v H with |H n | = 1 if there's a sequence of subscenes with |H n | = 2 instead of increasing γ.
A last type of vertex mentioned in this paper are the C v H generators or v G , which are vertices that generates C v H components. From a technical point of view, they're not C v H . Only C v H components are considered inconsistencies. On the other hand, if we consider v G as an inconsistent C v H , we can degenerate it so that the unwanted C v H components are not created by v G . Also, we can degenerate it by considering unwanted C v H components inconsistencies if we want to change the v H -path that v G is about to create. As v G is not an explicitly C v H , this kind of event must increase γ but is particularly useful in very specific cases.
As an example, let w be a vertex that for every H ⊇ H, H − w generates two v H -paths starting from w. It means that there's only one way to reach w without having P x1 and P x2 being paths of non-adjacent dead ends. If w needs to be attached as C v H , using a lazy approach here doesn't make sense. So if there's an unwanted unique path generated by v G , we have to assume that either v G or unwanted C v H components created by v G are inconsistencies to properly attach w. We can also use this strategy to enforce the ordering constraints stored in ordering node J.
Another sign of region ordering is when the algorithm find itself using path overlapping correction strategies generating always almost the same C v H components from P x1 and P x2 with no significant progress . In this case, the algorithm would just make a new expansion due to a high peak of γ, forcing such ordering by static v H vertices stored in RSPN explicitly . However, we can try to use this strategy before making a new expansion call when these components are about to force either P x1 or P x2 a wrong region ordering .
Strategy 16. If there's unwanted C v H components created by v G , assume that v G or such unwanted C v H components are inconsistent C v H components that need to be attached and increase negativity rate γ.
We can also store valid sequences of attachments in the called region node N of RSPN whenever we find inconsistencies that causes successive peaks of γ. In this case, an useful strategy is to create a temporary expansion call with φ = (w) with w being frequently part of non-attachable C v H in current expansion, store a valid sequence of attached C v H components in region node N and enforce this attaching sequence C v H on P x1 by using a lazy approach locally. It means that the algorithm will not enforce this sequence at first. It must enforce parts of such sequence of attachments progressively only if it finds successive peaks of γ.
The goal of this strategy is to minimize the number of expansions calls since we're enforcing a known valid sequence of C v H . It's important to mention that in order to enforce such ordering, these C v H components need to appear as inconsistency explicitly. Therefore, such strategy is an extra parameter to change k. For example, the algorithm undo k states until it find a v to attach a specific C v H that enforces a valid sequence of attachments.
As this strategy doesn't assume that µ i is enough to reconstruct the hamiltonian sequence in region R, it must be used only when the algorithm is about to abort the process or the number of expansion calls is increasing very fast with no significant progress whenever it try to pass through such region.
Strategy 17. If γ always increase drastically in a region R of vertices, then create a temporary expansion call from a vertex w with w being frequently part of non-attachable C v H components in current expansion, store a valid sequence of attached C v H components in region node N and enforce this attaching sequence C v H through P x1 or P x2 progressively by using a lazy approach locally.
As an example of hamiltonian sequence reconstructed by SFCM-R algorithm, the figure bellow shows an arbitrary graph H mapped by Mapping function with v 0 =23 on the left side. On the right side, we can see the non-synchronized hamiltonian sequence of H reconstructed by mirroring process. In such figure, purple edges represent synchronized edges added by Reconstruct to connect components of H * . The red edges represents non-synchronized edges that got converted to synchronized edges by Reconstruct. The green edges represent synchronized edges [v, w] added to L e in order to attach an inconsistent
x is the final state of reconstruction process. 
Hamiltonian path
The proposed goal-strategies of section 3.3 are focused on keeping the scene H connected all the time, considering v → v H = T as an inconsistency. However, P x1 and P x2 can have nonadjacent dead ends in hamiltonian path. In this case, we can have up to one v → v H = T . Notice that the same strategies can be used in hamiltonian path context. As an example, we can assume that we can have 0 ≤ ∆(H) ≤ 2 with ∆(H) being the number of H ∈ H generated by H[V − H v H ] with |H n | = 1 and V (H ) ∩ {x 1 , x 2 } = ∅ . In this context, we can ignore at least two C v H attaching operations. If these C v H turn out to be non-reachable by P x1 or P x2 , just enforce the attachment of such invalid C v H by using goal-strategies of section ?? and continue the reconstruction process.
Strategy 18. In hamiltonian path context, Allow 2 − ∆(H) components to exist, assuming that these components are reachable by x 1 or x 2
As an alternative strategy, we can enforce H to have |H v H | = ∅ until we have only nonattachable C v H components. When it happens, allow one v → v H = T and split the scene H in two different subscenes H and H with x 1 ∈ V (H ) and x 2 ∈ V (H ). In this case, x 1 of H will be the x 1 of H and x 2 of H will be the x 1 of H . The x 2 of each subscene will be a v H vertex that generates another subscene with |H n | = 1 when H v H = ∅.
Strategy 19. In hamiltonian path context, enforce |H v H | = ∅ until we have only non-attachable C v H components.
If we enforce |H v H | = ∅ until we have only non-attachable C v H components, we can find possible mandatory dead-ends of hamiltonian path. As an example, the figure bellow shows a RSPN with v H 0 being an empty child of J. That's because the vertices w 1 and w 2 added in expansion k − 4 were added again in expansion k − 1 to J when γ > t. It means that if we pass through w 1 or w 2 in expansion k, ∆(H) can increase at any moment. When there's an empty v H i node, such v H i can be considered static. In figure 3 , w 1 and w 2 forms together the only possible choice of v H 0 , which represents a possible mandatory dead-end. So if we have H v H ∩ {w 1 , w 2 } = ∅ or a component H with |H n | = 1 and {w 1 , w 2 } ∩ V (H ) = ∅ , the SFCM-R algorithm can just ignore these attaching processes at first since we must assume that ∆(H) can increase at any moment.
Proof of correctness
This subsection is dedicated to the proof of correctness of the proposed algorithm. The following theorem proves that Reconstruct is goal-oriented with at most |V | expansion calls with a different φ edge are made by using an optimizable tolerance policy.
Theorem 3. Reconstruct is goal-oriented if at most |V | expansion calls with a different φ = (x 1 ) edge are made by using an optimizable tolerance policy.
Proof. Let H = (V, E, v 0 , L, Ω) be a scene. As Mapping ignores theorem 1 partially and Reconstruct passes through H by using paths of H * , Reconstruct is goal-oriented only if it doesn't degenerate the error rate curve distortion made by Mapping (theorem 2) while enforcing both constraints 1 and 2. Let F v = P v be a forbidden sequence of H * that makes the current of state of Reconstruct be inconsistent in H[V −F v ] . Let Z = H v H be an inconsistent H v H generated by F v . If F v is found by Reconstruct, such function either (1) degenerates F v by undo k states in order to attach a C v H component such that v H ∈ Z, or (2) makes a new expansion call with φ such that φ = v H and v H ∈ Z in order to degenerate F v ordering by accessing Z before F v . Notice that (I) Reconstruct imitates Mapping constraints in order to degenerate F v since it minimize the appearance of non-mandatory C v H components by attaching them while connecting H * components, and (II) F v is not degenerated by imitating a generic exhaustive algorithm explicitly due to restrictions related to goal-oriented strategies along with an optimizable tolerance policy. As a consequence, the existence of F v is not a sufficient condition to make Reconstruct degenerate the error rate distortion made by Mapping and imitate an exhaustive algorithm. Now let X i be a set Z added to J node in expansion i that doesn't active any static v H . As Reconstruct imitates Mapping by passing through H by using paths of H * , there exists two potential hamiltonian sequence fragments S i and S k , such that S i ∩ X i = ∅, S k ∩ X k = ∅ and i > k, that Reconstruct is forced to create due to a high peak of γ created by an optimizable tolerance policy. Otherwise, Reconstruct would not be goal-oriented, since Reconstruct should have used probability to imitate an exhaustive algorithm in order to avoid both X i and X k instead of using goal-oriented strategies along with an optimizable tolerance policy to either degenerate F v or postpone the creation of both X i and X k as well as the activation of both X i and X k . Notice that real scene algorithm also uses a tolerance policy since it's forbidden condition must distort it's potentially-exponential error rate curve by making successive v → u = T to minimize γ in order to t − γ be positive, or throwing an error when γ can't be minimized and t − γ is negative, directly or indirectly. Otherwise, the real scene algorithm is exhaustive since it can't predict optimally if the error rate curve distortion made by its forbidden condition will be degenerated in order to abort itself. Such situation is clearly invalid. Therefore, Reconstruct is imitating the real scene algorithm since it needs to pass through X i before X k by using an optimizable tolerance policy. However, if Reconstruct happens to pass through X k before X i , there may exist a hidden intermediary region X l such that l > k, that updates X k in way that the ordering X i ...X k remains preserved. As X l can be created in any subsequent expansion call, such event is not a sufficient condition to prove that Reconstruct ignores X i ...X k ordering unless both v H i and v H k are active. In this case, if v → u = T such that u ∈ X k and X i ∩ V (H) = ∅, ∆(H) can increase at any moment since Reconstruct can't create any X l in subsequent expansion calls. Because of that, Reconstruct is forced to delete some edges e ∈ L e to enforce the ordering of active static v H points in order to make ∆(H) be consistent. In this case, Reconstruct is still using paths of H * even if some of edges are removed from L e . Therefore, the existence of such removal operations is not a sufficient condition to prove that the error rate distortion made by Mapping is degenerated by Reconstruct. However, if Reconstruct is not able to add [v, u] , for at least one [v], in a region W because of such ordering, Reconstruct can't pass through such region unless by using probability. In such state, Reconstruct is aborted since the error rate curve distortion made by Mapping (theorem 2) is about to be degenerated by an exponential peak of γ (strategy 1) since Reconstruct would need to imitate the behaviour of an exhaustive algorithm explicitly by ignoring L e as well as it's tolerance policy completely in order to continue the process. Notice that such state imitates the abort condition of both Mapping and real scene algorithm by making v → u = F hold for every u. In addition, as static v H i can't have duplicated v H points, |V | expansion calls with a different φ = (x 1 ) edge is a sufficient condition to activate every static v H . If Reconstruct makes |V | expansion calls with a different φ = (x 1 ) edge, L e needs to be a hamiltonian sequence in order to not violate any region ordering. Otherwise, Reconstruct is aborted by strategy 1. In such case, Reconstruct also imitates the stop condition of both Mapping and real scene algorithm, since a valid u must exist for every v found when both algorithms are not aborted. Therefore, Reconstruct is goal-oriented if at most |V | expansion calls with a different φ = (x 1 ) edge are made by using an optimizable tolerance policy.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel algorithm to hamiltonian sequence is proposed. Such algorithm tries to reconstruct a potential hamiltonian sequence P by solving a synchronization problem between the forbidden condition of real scene algorithm and the forbidden condition of the proposed algorithm. As a consequence, this study suggests that the decision problem involving the existence of hamiltonian sequence in a given graph G = (V, E) can be treated as a synchronization problem involving the two aforementioned forbidden conditions.
